Fall Term:
Two five-week courses

First five weeks: PHYS 131 - Newtonian Mechanics
Thinking of a physics major?

- Yes: PHYS 144: Astrophysical systems and relativity
- No: PHYS 143: Physical systems and relativity

Second five weeks:
- PHYS 151: Relativity and particles
- PHYS 152: Environmental physics

Winter Term:
Ten-week course
(First-year priority)

Strong math/physics background?

- Yes: PHYS 144: Astrophysical systems and relativity
- No: PHYS 143: Physical systems and relativity

Spring Term:
Ten-week course

Thinking of a physics major?

- No: PHYS 145: Mechanics and waves
- Maybe: PHYS 143: Physical systems and relativity (with problem solving)